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STUDENTS PLEASED WITH THREE PLAYS

"Shoes That Danced", "Tickless Time", and "Fancy Free" among the attractions

FAY'S "WATTEAU" STARS

State College is justly proud of the success of the three plays given Friday and Saturday, due first to the direction of Miss Eunice A. Ferine, and secondly to the fine casts and the chairman of the committees. Constance Hamburn, Helen Zimmern, and Sara Barkley, under the supervision of Miss Hamburn, "tickled" the audience with the scenes from "Shoes That Danced." The spoiling of the plot is a charm of the "Fancy Free." "Tickless Time" was a hit with the students.

CLAYTON HAMILTON, AUTHOR AND CRITIC, SPEAKS ON "RIVALS"

In connection with the Sheridan Festival, which is signaled by a revival of "The Rivals," with a brilliant cast headed by Mr. Hamilton, an address was delivered last Tuesday night in the College auditorium under the auspices of the Dramatics and Arts Association, by Mr. Clayton Hamilton, among the foremost critics in the theater. The Sheridan revival is undertaken in commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the original production of "The Rivals" by Richard Sheridan.

DR. BRUBACHER TALKS ON THRIFT FROM W. G. Y.

Teaching the value of thrift in its material and material aspects was one of the higher motives of modern education, President A. R. Brubacher said in a talk on "Conservation and Thrift Day," broadcast recently by radio from station WGY of the General Electric company of Schenectady. His address was part of the program for national education week.

STRONG OFFENSIVES MARK OSGEWO GAME

Carr and Kuczynski Register Ten Points Each For State College

STATE COLLEGE

Horning, If 6 1 5
Carr, fl 1 1 2 10
Brosmer, c 0
Griffin, If 4 0 10
Nephew, c 4
Total 15 1 1 30

OSGEO NORMAL

Tots 14

SUMMARY

Score at half time—State, 18; Oswego, 14. Points committed—By State, 8; by Oswego, 5. Reference—Howard. Time of halves—30 minutes.

MUST FILE EXCUSES

In accordance with a regulation of the faculty, students who are absent from final examinations without excuses will be reported to the registrar's office on Monday. The students who have a legitimate reason for absence must file written request for excuse as soon as possible in the Registrar's office and in no event later than one week from date of absence.
PASS RESOLUTION OF SYMPATHY FOR HORNER

The following motion was made and voted upon by the students last Friday night in student assembly. The motion as made, read:

"That the Board of Trustees be authorized to appoint a committee to draft some resolutions expressing the sympathy of the students of the State University of New York for Dr. Horner, deceased in the death of his wife."

The resolution adopted was:

"Whereas, We, the students of the New York State College for Teachers, do have a sincere and heartfelt interest in and admiration for Dr. Harold Horner, our former Dean and advisor, and always our friend; and whereas, Dr. Horner has recently suffered a great loss in the death of his esteemed wife, and therefore, be it Resolved, That we, the student body of New York State College for Teachers, offer our sincerest sympathy in their bereavement; and further, be it Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be placed in the minutes of the student association, and published in the State College News."

(Signed) HARRY S. GODFREY, '26
JULIA FAY, '26
BERNICE HOFFMAN, '26
J. A. STEWART, '26
HELEN BARCLAY, '26
Assistant Authors

VALUE OF EXAMS

Whatever our attitude may be toward examinations, they are upon us again, and have made since.

"It is a time of the year. But while cramming can cause us to do, with possible failure convictions that, while social life and resolutions cover up the mistakes we failed to do during the old year, nor can what we have lost by not working during the New Year's is not so far behind us, but no amount of New Year's resolutions can possibly make up for the things we failed to do during the old year, nor can resolutions cover up the mistakes we have made since, and always our friend; "The resolutions adopted were:

"For resolution of sympathy for Horner, our former Dean and advisor, and always our friend; and whereas, Dr. Horner has recently suffered a great loss in the death of his esteemed wife, and therefore, be it Resolved, That we, the student body of New York State College for Teachers, offer our sincerest sympathy in their bereavement; and further, be it Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be placed in the minutes of the student association, and published in the State College News."

(Signed) HARRY S. GODFREY, '26
JULIA FAY, '26
BERNICE HOFFMAN, '26
J. A. STEWART, '26
HELEN BARCLAY, '26
Assistant Authors

An avalanche of studious enthusiasm for study during the few days before examinations begins will not make up for what we have lost by not working during the year. While cramming cannot be advocated as the best way of getting the most out of college, it offers a way for many people to stay in college.

It has often been said of freshmen, "They will learn," but many become seniors and still do not learn.

What is needed, is a little State College spirit applied to studying and a thorough conviction that, while social life and athletic activity are a necessary part of college life, they should be mixed with a certain amount of hard study.

Watch for the date of the "Post-Exam Jubilee!" It will be the week-end of the last week of exams.
NEW CHAIRS IN STUDY HALL MORE POPULAR

The students and faculty of State College may have noticed the improved appearance of the study hall in the Science buildings. Perhaps they may not have realized that this was due to the arrival of the new posture league chairs purchased by the College. There seems to be general agreement that the chairs are much more comfortable than those in use previously. They are more expensive than other chairs less, perhaps, in design.

The attractiveness of the hall is of considerable interest to the departments housed in the Science building. The study hall is now equipped according to the plans first worked out and in order, that the hall may be kept attractive. It is essential that every student take the time to clean up all scraps of paper and put them into the basket. The writing upon the bronze lamps has been thoughtlessly done but it disfigures them badly. There are seven chairs to a table. These new chairs are made of the core of the coriander more difficult but if all students will push back the chairs after using them, the appearance of the study hall will always be good.

EUNICE RICE MARRIES

Announcements have been received of the marriage of Miss Eunice Rice, formerly of State High School, and Keith Santo Mussini of Adelaide, Australia, on November 23. The ceremony was performed in the Malvern Methodist Church. Miss Rice was graduated from Schenectady high school in 1918, and from State in 1922. She is here for the fall term.

COMMERCE CLUB PLANS DINNER IN FEBRUARY

Plans for a dinner are being formed for the Commerce Club, the chairman, Carolyn Lorant, has announced. No definite decisions have been reached yet, but the affair is expected to take place in February. There will be an entertainment. An entertainment is being planned by Gert Johnson, also held this honor. Dr. DePorte gave to the students, booklets of which he is in charge, He explained the study hall is now equipped according to the plans first worked out and in order, that the hall may be kept attractive. It is essential that every student take the time to clean up all scraps of paper and put them into the basket. The writing upon the bronze lamps has been thoughtlessly done but it disfigures them badly. There are seven chairs to a table. These new chairs are made of the core of the coriander more difficult but if all students will push back the chairs after using them, the appearance of the study hall will always be good.

CANTERBURY CLUB TO HAVE CONFIRMATION

Members of the Canterbury Club recently held a Christmas dinner at Trinity Settlement for about 30 guests. The children were given toys and clothes. Mrs. William Bayard V. Republican entertained the members of the Canterbury Club at her home on State Street. A very interesting talk on Louise M. was given by the hostess. The good fare was enjoyed by the Canterbury Club members. On Sunday, January 10, a corporate communion was held by breakfast at the parish house. All girls who would like to be confirmed are requested to notify the pastor of Canterbury at once, as Confirmation will be February 7, and Mr. Findlay will gladly welcome all those who desire to come.

TALKS ON VITAL STATISTICS

Math. Club held a meeting Thursday, at four o'clock, at which Dr. DePorte spoke. He told the members about his work in the Vital Statistics Department, of which he is in charge. He explained how the work was done, and said that he and others do the scientific work and compile the annual reports. Dr. DePorte predicted another epidemic of influenza in 1931. Speaking of the liquor question, he said, according to statistics, more people died this year from the use of liquor than in the year before prohibition went into effect. Dr. DePorte gave the students booklets from the Vital Statistics Department.

CURLING CLIPPING

The College Barber Shop

CURLING CLIPPING

ALBANY, N. Y.

10% Discount To College Students

Phone Main 4748 - Appointments Made
Menorah Has Program
The social program at the regular Menorah meeting January 14, proved to be most enjoyable. Bertha Peticin gave a piano solo “Bacarolle” (Tales of Hoffmann) by Jacques Offenbach. Beside Lapedes presented an interesting discussion concerning an article in the Menorah Journal, “Is Russian Jewry Doomed?” A corollary invitation is extended to all who desire to attend Menorah meetings.

POLI SCI DISCUSS COURT
Political Science Club held its regular meeting Tuesday, January 19. The main feature of the meeting was a general discussion on the World Court. Among those who offered facts and arguments were, Kenneth MacFarland, William Delahanty, Kent Pease, Mary Swart, Louise Nottingham, Marion O’Connor, Marcia Utterfield.

Two Star Athletes
It has been reported that two athletes of promise last year in State athletics, will return to the institution to start the second term in February. John Gainor, lanky pivot and captain of last year’s basketball team, would not verify the report. The loss of Gainor will not be so keenly felt if Gainor were to return. The latter is a tower of strength on the defense and few centers can out-jump him. The return of Gainor will be most welcome, especially in the face of the expected loss of Captain Hornung.

It has been reported that two athletes may return to State College in order to meet expenses connected with the dormitory drive, will have a movie at the Mark Strand Theatre the week of February 8. “The Boy of the Year” featuring Bessie Love and William Boyd. Miss Wallace is in charge, and will sell tickets at College. The students are asked to cooperate, by buying their tickets at College, not at the theatre.

Three HANDY PACKS
NEW HANDY PACK
Fits hand - pocket and purse
More for your money and the best Peppermint chewing gum for any money
Look for Wrigley’s P.K. Handy Pack on your Dealer’s Counter or

Menorah Has Movie
The General Alumni Association of State College in order to meet expenses connected with the dormitory drive, will have a movie at the Mark Strand Theatre the week of February 8. "The Boy of the Year" featuring Bessie Love and W.C. Fields. Miss Wallace is in charge, and will sell tickets at College. The students are asked to cooperate, by buying their tickets at College, not at the theatre.

Have 219 Scholarships
The number of state scholarships awarded in State College for the four classes is as follows: January to June, 1925; class of ‘26, 54 scholarships; class of ‘27, 61, 28, 60; September, 1925 to January, 1926; class of ‘26, 55 scholarships; class of ‘27, 58, 28, 57, 29, 49.

These State College scholarships alone cost the State of New York $39,400.

Our Park Branch
Welcomes
the Accounts of State College Students

National Commercial Bank and Trust Co.

PARK BRANCH
200 Washington Ave.

Cheerful Service Shop
JOS. A. WALSH, Prop.

Have you seen the new fancy silk gloves, and the slipper back hosiery, all shades.

107 Central 7 doors below Ave.  Lexington Ave.

MIKE'S BARBER SHOP
WE SPECIALIZE IN LADIES' HAIR BOBBING
MOST UP-TO-DATE APARTMENT ON THE HILL
PRIVATE ROOM FOR LADIES

301 CENTRAL AVE.
PHONE W. 463-J

Patronize the
American Cleaners and Dyers
We Clean and Dye all kinds of Ladies’ and Men’s Wearing Apparel

811 MADISON AVENUE
Phone West 273

Mills Art Press
Printers of State College News
Main 2107